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Ferraz Shawmut serves the Power Production& Distribution market with :

The combination of these two latter provides the utility market with well fitted protection 

Ferraz Shawmut is involved in the utility market from awhile and is able to provide any
support required by this market.

links complying with VDE 0670 T402 and VDE 0670 T4. The latter is identical to the  

This line is designed, manufactured and tested as per our Quality Management System 
which is certified to the ISO 9001:2000 International standard.

Ferraz Shawmut high-voltage fuse-links have parallel connected pure silver fuse-link 
elements. The design and method of production of the elements ensures narrow 
tolerances of time-current characteristics. The fuse-link elements are wound on a ceramic 
support and are attached to contact carriers by means of spot-welding. The contact carriers 
are fitted inside the silver plated copper end caps by spot welding.
The copper end caps themselves are fitted onto the porcelain tube which is glazed inside 
and outside. The end caps are furthermore mechanically fixed to the porcelain tube in a 
way that tightness against ingress of humidity is guaranteed. The tightness of each single 
Ferraz Shawmut high-voltage fuse-link is assured by a low-pressure test in a water bath.

This brand-new Limitor fuse-links line is intended to outdoor use. It encompasses three 
product ranges:

























Technical Overview

Back-up fuses range

The CPD designed by Ferraz Shawmut controls the power dissipation of the fuse-link 
according to Ohm’s law.

combined with a transformer switch the CPD releases the switch before a too high power 
level is dissipated by the fuse-link.

General Purpose Fuse-links
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Able to interrupt current
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Selection table for HV back-up fuse-links 
acc. to VDE 0670 T 402



HV Back-up Fuse-Links according to VDE 0670 T 402



HV back-up fuse-links acc. to VDE 0670 T 402 with 
and without controlled power dissipation



HV back-up fuse-links according to VDE 0670 T 402 
with controlled power dissipation CPD



HV back-up fuse-links acc. to VDE 0670 T 402 with 
controlled power dissipation

Selection table HV back-up fuse-links acc. to  
VDE 0670 T402 with controlled power dissipation CPD



High-voltage alternating current switch-fuse 
combinations acc. to VDE 0671 T105
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Bases with signalling

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     























HV general purpose fuse-links acc. to VDE 0670 T4



Selection table for HV general purpose 
fuses VDE 0670 T4

Electrical data, dimensions, weights



HV general purpose fuse-links acc. to VDE 0670 T4:
Time current characteristics

















